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Judging uncertain or ambiguous situations is something that is part of our4

daily lives. These decisions can be related to our most basic sensory faculties (e.g.,5

“did I just see a light in my rearview mirror?”) or with more complex forms of infor-6

mation (“do these symptoms indicate the presence of disease X?”). Signal Detection7

Theory (SDT) is a general framework that provides a principled characterization of8

the subjective representations and decisional processes underlying these judgments9

(Green & Swets, 1966). SDT is widely regarded as one of the most successful quan-10

titative models of human judgment and performance and its underlying principles11

can be found in almost every domain of psychological science.12

The goal of the present chapter is to provide a basic introduction to SDT and13

the different settings to which it is most commonly applied. Given its widespread14

use in psychological research, we will focus on the general conceptual aspects of the15

theory rather than on reviewing specific applications in different domains (such as16

recognition memory, visual working memory, syllogistic reasoning, etc.). Addition-17

ally, we will also discuss threshold models, which provide an important alternative18

conceptualization of many issues addressed by SDT. The different models and mea-19

sures discussed here are accompanied by examples using previously-published data.20

Both data and scripts (implemented with R package MPTinR; Singmann & Kellen,21

2013) are made available at https://osf.io/t2gy3/ . This chapter is organized as fol-22

lows: We begin by discussing Thurstone’s seminal characterization of judgments as23

the outcome of continuous subjective representations. We will then turn to the re-24

sponse mechanisms postulated by SDT and the role they play across different tasks.25

These discussions will partly focus on the comparison of responses coming from dif-26

ferent conditions and/or individuals. Finally, we will discuss the nature and role of27

threshold models, together with some brief comments on the risks associated with28

data aggregation.29
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1 Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgment30

The origins of SDT can be directly traced back to the seminal work of Louis Leon31

Thurstone on comparative judgments (Thurstone, 1927a, 1927b, 1959; Torgerson,32

1958).1 Given that many of the core ideas from Thurstone’s work can be found33

intact in SDT, it is instructive to begin by discussing them in their original context.34

According to Thurstone, unidimensional comparative judgments such as “a is louder35

than b” or “a is brighter than b” (all denoted by “a � b”) result from random repre-36

sentations of the stimuli’s attributes along a psychological continuum. Specifically,37

comparisons between elements of a finite set of stimuli S = {a, b, c, d, ...} on the basis38

of a physical attribute such as loudness or brightness, or some attribute without a39

physical correlate such as moral value (Thurstone, 1954) are based on subjective40

quantitative representations (denoted by ψ). When comparing stimuli a and b, the41

probability of the former being chosen over the latter (a � b) is given by42

P (a � b) = P (ψa > ψb) (1)43

Equation 1 expresses a very simple notion: when comparing stimuli a and b, a De-44

cision Maker’s (DM) judgments are based on ψa and ψb, with a being considered45

to be “greater” than b (a � b) when ψa > ψb. Thurstone showed that informa-46

tion regarding these subjective representations can be inferred from a DM’s overt47

responses. Equation 1 describes what Thurstone designated the Law of Compar-48

ative Judgment (LCJ; Thurstone, 1927a). Note, however, that this designation is49

somewhat unfortunate given that the LCJ is a formal theory rather than an actual50

empirical law.51

A critical notion in Thurstone’s work was that the subjective representa-52

1It is worth noting that Thurstone’s work built upon the early ideas of Gustav Fechner (1860).

Link (1994) provides an historical overview.
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Figure 1: Example of Subjective Distributions Predicted by the LCJ for stimuli a,

b, c, and d.

tions of stimuli do not correspond to fixed values. Instead, they are the outcome53

of a random process : Identical and independent presentations of a and b lead to54

distinct values of ψa and ψb, which means that one needs to conceptualize ψa and55

ψb as random variables with distributions assumed to be continuous (see Figure 1).256

Given the overlap between the distributions, in some of the cases ψa > ψb whereas57

in others ψa < ψb, with the probability of a being judged to be “greater” than b58

corresponding to the probability that the former inequality holds. The degree of59

overlap between two stimulus distributions indicates the DM’s difficulty in distin-60

guishing the two stimuli according to the attribute being compared; that is, their61

lack of discriminal difference. As the DM’s ability to distinguish two stimuli dimin-62

ishes, P (a � b) approaches .50. The random nature of the representation, which63

can be attributed to the internal fluctuations in the DM, captures the variability in64

the DM’s judgments that is traditionally found across replications of the exact same65

comparison (e.g., Lu & Dosher, 2008; Mosteller & Nogee, 1951). When dealing with66

judgments aggregated across different DMs, the random representations of stimuli67

2Due to the continuous nature of the distributions, the probability that ψa = ψb is zero. However,

Thurstone (1927a, pp. 277) admitted that the assumption that there are effectively no “ties” might

not be entirely reasonable when the differences between ψa and ψb are too small to be distinguished

by any realistic DM.
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also reflect inter-individual differences.68

In order to establish a clear connection between the observed judgment prob-69

abilities and the underlying subjective distributions, it is necessary to adopt some70

assumptions regarding the distributions’ parametric form. Thurstone cautiously as-71

sumed that these distributions are Gaussian (see Thurstone, 1927a, p. 373), which72

allowed him to specify exactly how the relative location and spread of the subjec-73

tive distributions determine judgment probabilities. The justification of Gaussian74

assumptions usually relies on the central limit theorem: If the variability observed75

in stimuli’s subjective values results from the arithmetic mean of many small, inde-76

pendent, and identically distributed events or perturbations, then the distribution77

of their mean is well approximated by a Gaussian distribution (see Iverson, 1987).378

Let µa and µb denote the means of the random variables ψa and ψb, and σ2
a,79

σ2
b , and ρab denote their respective variances and correlation. A convenient property80

of the Gaussian distribution is that it is closed under linear transformations, which81

means that the difference between two Gaussian distributions also follows a Gaussian82

distribution with mean µa − µb and variance σ2
a + σ2

b − 2ρab. From this property it83

follows that the probability of a being judged “greater” than b simply corresponds84

to the area of this distribution that is above 0:85

P (ψa > ψb) = P (ψa − ψb > 0)86

=

∫ ∞
0

φ(x, µa − µb, σ2
a + σ2

b − 2ρab) dx (2)87

= Φ

(
µa − µb√

σ2
a + σ2

b − 2ρab

)
,88

where φ(x, µ, σ2) is the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution with89

3Iverson (1987) showed that Gaussian distributions can also emerge from a set of reasonable side

assumptions, suggesting that the justification for this popular parametric form is more principled

than often thought.
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mean µ and variance σ2, Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard90

Gaussian distribution, and µa−µb√
σ2
a+σ

2
b−2ρab

is the discriminal difference.91

Thurstone developed a hierarchy of cases of the LCJ, with Equation 2 cor-92

responding to the so-called Case I. The most prominent cases are Case III, which93

assumes that there is no correlation between the subjective values (all ρ are fixed94

to 0), and Case V, which further assumes that all variances σ2 are exactly equal.95

One reason for the popularity of these two cases is the need to deal with the limited96

number of degrees of freedom provided by the data. A necessary but not sufficient97

requirement for parameter identifiability (the existence of a one-to-one mapping be-98

tween parameter values and the theory’s predictions for the observed statistics) is99

that the number of parameters estimated does not exceed the number of degrees of100

freedom provided by the data (see Bamber & Van Santen, 2000). If one considers101

a set of three stimuli, there are
(
3
2

)
= 3 possible paired comparisons that provide102

three degrees of freedom, a number that indicates the need to impose parameter103

restrictions such as that all correlations ρ are zero. Unfortunately some of these104

restrictions can limit the ability of the LCJ to account for the data.105

One restriction that can be imposed on all LCJ cases without affecting the106

theory’s ability to describe data consists of fixing the mean and the variance of one of107

the distributions to 0 and 1, respectively (note that in Case V this implies fixing all108

variances to a constant). This restriction does not affect any of the LCJ’s predictions109

because they emerge from order comparisons (e.g., ψa > ψb) that only require relative110

values, not absolute ones. For example, Case V with parameters µa = 2.2, µb = 1.5,111

µc = 1, and σ2 = 1 predicts P (a � b) ≈ .69, P (b � c) ≈ .64, P (a � c) ≈ .80 but the112

exact same response probabilities are predicted by parameters µ′a = 8.6, µ′b = 6.5,113

µ′c = 5, and σ′2 = 9. It turns out that the LCJ’s subjective scale distributions114

are specified on an interval scale, with parameters being identifiable up to an affine115
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transformation (Suppes & Zinnes, 1963). In the example above, µ′ = 3µ + 2 and116

σ′2 = (3σ)2. By fixing the mean and variance of one of the distributions, a one-to-one117

mapping between parameters and predictions is ensured.118

Let us now exemplify the estimation of Case V of the LCJ using paired-119

comparison data from an unpublished study by W. K. Estes (cf. Atkinson, Bower, &120

Crothers, 1965, Chap. 4). One-hundred and seventeen college students were asked121

to choose the famous person they would most like to meet and talk with, across dif-122

ferent pairings. The four famous persons paired (all living when the study was con-123

ducted) were Dwight Eisenhower (Ei), Winston Churchill (Ch), Dag Hammarskjöld124

(Ha), and William Faulkner (Fa). Case V was fitted using the maximum-likelihood125

method.4 As can be seen in Figure 2 Case V provides a good account of the data.126

Overall, participants’ judgments revealed a subjective preference for Eisenhower,127

followed by Churchill, Hammarsjköld, and Faulkner.128

The generalization of paired comparisons to comparisons of larger stimulus129

(sub)sets is straightforward:130

P (a | S) = P (ψa = max
s∈S
{ψs}) (3)131

Equation 3 is a generalization of Equation 2, corresponding to the probability that132

a is chosen as the preferred stimulus (i.e., the one with the highest subjective value)133

4An introduction to maximum-likelihood methods is outside of the scope of this chapter (but

see Myung, 2003). For the present purposes it suffices to say that the parameter estimates that

maximize likelihood also minimize the statistic G2 = 2 ×
∑I
i=1 Obsi × (log(Obsi)− log(Prdi)),

where Obs and Prd are vectors of length I corresponding to the observed and predicted frequencies,

respectively. Note that due to L’Hôpital’s Rule, 0×log(0) = 0. The severity of a misfit as quantified

by the G2 statistic can be assessed by its sampling distribution under the null hypothesis that

the fitted model corresponds to the data-generating process. The G2 statistic often follows a χ2

distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of degrees of freedom provided by the

data minus the number of parameters estimated.
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ψEiψChψHaψFa

G2(3) = 0.92, p = .82
µEi = 1.41   µCh = 1.20

µHa = 0.27   µFa = 0

Figure 2: Fits of LCJ Case V to Estes’ Paired-Comparison Data

among a stimulus subset S. Now, let us use “\{ }” to indicate stimuli excluded from134

the comparison (e.g., S \ {b} denotes subset S without stimulus b). According to135

Case III, Equation 3 corresponds to:136

P (a | S) =

∫ +∞

−∞
φ(x, µa, σ

2
a)

∏
s∈S\{a}

∫ x

−∞
φ(y, µs, σ

2
s) dy dx. (4)137

So far we have focused on the LCJ assuming Gaussian distributions together138

with some necessary parameter restrictions. Although the reliance on assumptions139

is inevitable in this kind of application, ideally, one should be able to test the basic140

principles of the LCJ (that preferences and choices reflect subjective value distri-141

butions) with a minimum of auxiliary assumptions. In a seminal paper, Block and142

Marschak (1960) showed that if the above definition of P (a | S) holds then the143

sequence144

P (a | S),145

P (a | S \ {b})− P (a | S),146

P (a | S \ {b, c})− P (a | S \ {b})− P (a | S \ {c}) + P (a | S),147

P (a | S \ {b, c, d})− P (a | S)− P (a | S \ {b, c})− P (a | S \ {b, d})− P (a | S \ {c, d})148

+P (a | S \ {b}) + P (a | S \ {c}) + P (a | S \ {d}),149

etc.,150
151
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is exclusively comprised of non-negative elements.5 Subsequently, Falmagne (1978)152

proved the converse: the non-negativity of the elements in this sequence is a suf-153

ficient and necessary condition for the subjective-distribution-based representation154

of judgments expressed in Equation 3 to hold. Note that the non-negativity of the155

above-stated sequence corresponds to a general prediction that can be empirically156

tested without the need for fits or auxiliary parametric assumptions. We are not157

aware of any empirical study that has directly tested these so-called Block-Marschak158

inequalities, despite recent challenges to that effect (Iverson, 2006).159

Thurstone (1931) generalized the LCJ to the case of ranking judgments, in160

which the DM orders K stimuli according to their relative subjective magnitude161

(e.g., respond “a � b � c” when ψa > ψb > ψc). The expression for ranking-order162

probabilities is somewhat more complex than for the paired-comparison case:6163

P (a � b � c) = P (ψa > ψb > ψc) (5)164

=

∫ +∞

−∞
φ(x, µa, σ

2
a)

∫ x

−∞
φ(y, µb, σ

2
b )

∫ y

−∞
φ(z, µc, σ

2
c ) dz dy dx165

For instance, if µa = 1.8, µb = 1.2, µc = 0.4, and all σ2 = 1, then P (ψa > ψb > ψc) =166

.415 and P (ψc > ψa > ψb) = .057. Several methods for evaluating sophisticated167

applications of the LCJ to ranking data (e.g., including covariates) have been pro-168

posed in the literature (e.g., Johnson & Kuhn, 2013; Maydeu-Olivares & Böckenholt,169

2005).7170

5In other fields such as Economics (but also in some domains in Psychology), the Thurstonian

theory instantiated by Equations 1-5 goes by the name “random utility model”. McFadden (2001)

provides an excellent overview.
6Luce (1959) established similar generalizations in the context of his landmark Choice Theory,

which are not discussed here due to space constraints.
7Also of note is the work on best-worst judgments, which efficiently capture a considerable part

of the information present in ranking judgments (Marley & Louviere, 2005).
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2 SDT and the Introduction of a Decision Stage171

An important aspect of the LCJ is that judgments are solely based on the subjective172

values of the different alternatives being compared. Such an account ultimately173

ascribes a passive role to the DM, who invariably chooses the alternative with the174

maximum subjective value. A major contribution of SDT is the outright rejection of175

this passive view by proposing a decision stage in which DMs act upon the perceived176

stimuli according to their own response biases (Green & Swets, 1966; Peterson,177

Birdsall, & Fox, 1954; Swets, Tanner, & Birdsall, 1961).8 In SDT a DM’s responses178

are a function of her subjective representations of stimuli but also a function of the179

particular way in which the DM acts upon these representations. The importance180

of such a decision stage might not be apparent when DMs have to express their181

preference within a set of stimuli but it becomes quite clear when it is discussed in the182

context of a decision-making problem in which DMs have to respond to ambiguous183

evidence and the outcomes of the distinct stimulus-response combinations can have184

differential value (Neyman & Pearson, 1933; Wald, 1950).185

Consider an auditory detection task in which the DM is presented with a186

series of observation trials. While some trials comprise auditory noise alone (tn187

trials), others include a signal embedded in the noise (ts trials). At each trial, the188

DM’s task is to indicate whether a signal was presented by responding “yes” or “no”.189

Table 1 provides a classification of these responses for each trial type: There are two190

kinds of correct responses (hits and correct rejections) and errors (misses and false191

alarms). Because the rows of Table 1 sum to one (e.g., P (“Yes” | ψs) + P (“No” |192

8Note that Torgerson (1958) proposed an extension of Thurstone’ LCJ to classification tasks,

the so-called Law of Categorical Judgment (LCatJ), which considered the possibility of response

biases. However, this work was contemporary with the introduction of SDT and clearly influenced

by some of the early ideas put forth.
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ψs) = 1), we will focus on the hit (H) and false alarm (FA) rates.193

“Yes” “No”

ψs
(signal)

P (“Yes” | ψs) P (“No” | ψs)

Hit (H) Miss

ψn
(noise)

P (“Yes” | ψn) P (“No” | ψn)

False
Alarm (FA)

Correct
Rejection

Table 1: Stimulus-Response matrix for yes-no judgments

Like the LCJ, SDT assumes that both kinds of trials are represented by194

distributions on a subjective evidence scale (see Figure 3): The random variable ψn195

associated with tn trials describes the values observed by the DM when no signal is196

presented. On ts trials a signal is presented and the corresponding subjective distri-197

bution of the random variable ψs is shifted to the right relative to the distribution of198

ψn, reflecting the increase in the evidence values. The level of overlap between both199

distributions reflects the sensitivity of the DM to these two types of trials (the larger200

the overlap, the lower the sensitivity). At each trial, the DM observes some value201

x, and on the basis of that value she must determine whether a signal was present202

or not. This is achieved by comparing x to a response criterion κ and applying a203

simple decision rule: If x ≤ κ, respond “no”; if x > κ, respond “yes”.204

According to SDT, the probability of response “yes” given a specific trial205

corresponds to the probability that a sampled value x exceeds κ:206

FA = P (ψn > κ) =

∫ ∞
κ

fn(x) dx, (6)207

H = P (ψs > κ) =

∫ ∞
κ

fs(x) dx, (7)208

where fn and fs are the densities of the distributions associated with ts and tn,209
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ψn ψs

"No" "Yes"

κ
Figure 3: Visual Depiction of the SDT Model.

respectively. The larger/smaller κ is, the smaller/larger both FA and H become,210

reflecting their monotonic relation.211

Under Gaussian assumptions, both probabilities can be expressed as212

FA = Φ

(
µn − κ
σn

)
, (8)213

H = Φ

(
µs − κ
σs

)
. (9)214

Because only relative values matter to the decision rule (whether x is larger than κ215

or not), the Gaussian SDT parameters are only identifiable up to an affine trans-216

formation. Like in the case of the LCJ, we need to fix the parameters of one of217

the distributions in order to have a one-to-one mapping between parameters and218

predictions. In this case, it is common to fix µn and σ2
n to 0 and 1, respectively.219

The Equal-Variance SDT model (EVSDT) is obtained when further fixing220

σ2
s to 1. In EVSDT, parameter µs completely characterizes the DM’s sensitivity. A221

convenient feature of the EVSDT is that both µs and κ can be directly computed222

from a single {FA,H } pair using closed-form expressions. The estimator of µs is223
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commonly referred in the literature as d′:224

µs = d′ = Φ−1(H)− Φ−1(FA) (10)225

κ = −Φ−1(FA) (11)226

For example, the {FA,H } pair {.788, .964} yields the estimates µs = 1 and κ =227

−0.80, while {.211, .579} yields µs = 1 and κ = 0.80.9 The EVSDT’s d′ corresponds228

to a distance measure on a single dimension that could be computed for any pair of229

distributions, with one of them taking on the role of ψn (e.g., having its mean fixed230

to 0). For instance, consider an additional type of signal, with subjective distribution231

ψ∗s . The triplet {FA,H ,H ∗} = {.30, .50, .80} provides us with the ability to compute232

three d′ values, for {FA,H }, {FA,H ∗}, and {H ,H ∗}, which correspond to 0.52, 1.37,233

and 0.84. It is easy to see that all three estimates are not independent given that234

one of them can always be obtained from the other two (e.g., 1.37 − 0.84 = 0.53;235

note the presence of rounding errors), as one would expect from a unidimensional236

distance measure. Similarly, κ could be computed for any element of the triplet as237

it corresponds to a simple transformation of a single response probability; however,238

the probability used will partially determine d′ as κ takes part in its computation239

(see Equations 8 and 9).240

A classification of κ as “liberal” or “conservative” can be based on its po-241

sition relative to point of equal likelihood between ψs and ψn (i.e., the point x for242

which the likelihood ratio fs(x)
fn(x)

= 1). In the case of the EVSDT, this point happens243

to be d′

2
(Noreen, 1981), which means that values of κ above d′

2
are considered to be244

conservative, while values below are classified as liberal. To make the interpretation245

9When either FA or H are 0 or 1 the computed d′ and κ are not finite. One common way of

dealing with this extreme-response issue is to “correct” FA and H by computing each after adding

1
2 to the frequency of “yes” responses and 1 to the total number of responses per trial type (see

Hautus, 1995; Kadlec, 1999).
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of response criteria more immediate, transformations of κ are often reported in the246

literature (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005): For instance, C = −1
2
[Φ−1(H)+Φ−1(FA)]247

yields the distance between κ and d′

2
. Another popular measure, log β = C×d′, gives248

the log of fs(x)/fn(x) at value κ. For both C and log β, positive and negative val-249

ues indicate conservative and liberal criteria, respectively. Macmillan and Creelman250

(2005) discuss an extensive list of measures; Verde, Macmillan, and Rotello (2006)251

provide further analyses on their statistical properties.252

One way of testing the equality between two d′s or two κs is to use the253

following Z statistics (Kadlec, 1999; Marascuilo, 1970):254

Zd =
d′1 − d′2√
s2d′1

+ s2d′2

, (12)

Zκ =
κ1 − κ2√
s2κ1 + s2κ2

, (13)

where255

s2d′ =
FA(1− FA)

Nn(φ(Φ−1(FA))2
+

H(1−H)

Ns(φ(Φ−1(H))2
,

s2κ =
FA(1− FA)

Nn(φ(Φ−1(FA))2
,

where Nn and Ns are the total number of tn and ts trials. Under the null hypothesis256

of equal d′ or κ both Z statistics asymptotically approximate a standard Gaussian257

distribution as Nn and Ns become large. Alternatively, one could test each of these258

equalities via likelihood-ratio tests that evaluate the increase in the misfit of re-259

sponse frequencies produced by assuming that d′s and/or κs are equal (e.g., Riefer260

& Batchelder, 1988; see also Footnote 4).261

In general, a change in the response criterion involves a trade-off between262

the two kinds of errors as well as between the two kinds of correct responses, a rela-263

tionship that opens the possibility that DMs use different response criteria in order264

to maximize or minimize certain kinds of outcomes (e.g., the DM might establish a265
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liberal criterion in order to minimize misses). Such differences can reflect individ-266

ual differences between the DMs (e.g., some are more conservative than others) but267

also the specifics of the task; for instance if the costs associated with false alarms268

are smaller than the costs associated with misses, then it is rational for the DM to269

establish a more liberal response criterion that minimizes the latter (Noreen, 1981).270

For example, many clinical tests assume a liberal response criterion as a reflection271

of the greater cost of misses relative to false alarms.272

The possibility of different response criteria raises the concern that differ-273

ences in response criteria might be misinterpreted as differences in sensitivity by274

researchers relying on inappropriate performance measures. For example, consider275

the two {FA,H } pairs previously mentioned, {.788, .964} and {.211, .579}. Both276

pairs are produced by the same µs when different response criteria are used and277

result in a different proportion of correct responses (assuming an equal number of ts278

and tn trials), 59% and 68%, respectively. A researcher relying on the proportion of279

correct responses as a proxy for sensitivity would incorrectly infer that sensitivity is280

higher in the second case when it is actually the same in both (for further details, see281

Dube, Rotello, & Heit, 2010; Rotello, Heit, & Dubé, 2015). However, it is not clear282

at this point whether the predictions of EVSDT accurately capture how responses283

change as a function of the response criterion. The empirical accuracy of the EVSDT284

predictions will be discussed later on.285

3 Receiver Operating Characteristic Functions286

The predicted range of hit and false-alarm pairs when the response criterion varies287

and sensitivity remains fixed is usually referred to as an isosensitivity function or a288

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) function. Figure 4 shows how the points of289
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Figure 4: Example of a Theoretical ROC from EVSDT.

an ROC function are generated from different values of κ. The hit and false-alarm290

pairs discussed in the previous paragraph correspond to the two most extreme points291

in Figure 4: the fact that they fall on the same ROC indicates that they reflect the292

same level of sensitivity. Complementarily, Figure 5 depicts the ROCs predicted by293

EVSDT for different levels of sensitivity; as sensitivity increases, the area under the294

ROC increases. In many ways, ROCs invite researchers to change the way they think295

about the performance of DMs: The question of whether some data show differences296

in sensitivity is reframed as a question of whether the observed pairs of hit and297

false-alarm rates can be captured by a single theoretical ROC function.298

The ROCs shown in Figures 4 and 5 are all continuous, monotonically in-299

creasing, concave, and symmetrical with respect to the negative diagonal. All of these300

features other than symmetry are considered necessary for an ROC to be “proper”301

(Egan 1975; Iverson, 2006; Zhang & Mueller, 2005).10 An ROC is concave if for all302

{FA,H } pairs falling on it, the convex combination w×H 1+(1−w)×H 2, w ∈ [0, 1],303

10Note that a linear ROC is both concave and convex.
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Figure 5: Examples of Theoretical ROCs from EVSDT.

is always smaller or equal to the H that is paired with w× FA1 + (1−w)× FA2. In304

turn, an ROC is symmetric when all {FA,H } pairs consistent with it also include305

the complementary {1− FA, 1− H } pairs (Killeen & Taylor, 2004).306

The prediction of concave ROCs is not exclusive of the EVSDT and holds307

for many alternative distributional assumptions (e.g., logistic, gamma, Weibull; see308

Green & Swets, 1966; Rouder, Pratte, & Morey, 2010). The robustness of this309

prediction comes from the fact that the slope of the ROC function corresponds to310

the likelihood ratio fs(κ)
fn(κ)

.11 Under most distributional assumptions this ratio will311

be monotonically non-increasing as false alarms increase (i.e., κ diminishes), which312

necessarily implies that the ROC function is concave. In contrast to concavity,313

ROC symmetry is a feature of EVSDT that is violated under many distributional314

assumptions (but see Killeen & Taylor, 2004). However, violations of symmetry are315

11To prove this, let us first define F (κ) =
∫∞
κ
f(x)dx such that FA = Fn(κ) and H = Fs(κ). It is

easy to see that the ROC function corresponds to H = Fs(F
−1
n (FA)). Differentiating this function

with respect to FA leads to
fs(F

−1
n (FA))

fn(F
−1
n (FA))

= fs(κ)
fn(κ)

.
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far from problematic on a theoretical level and will actually prove to be quite useful316

on an empirical level, as discussed below.317

In order to evaluate the empirical suitability of the EVSDT’s ROC predic-318

tions, we need to evaluate {FA,H } pairs across different response-bias conditions319

while keeping sensitivity constant. Response criterion κ can be influenced by ma-320

nipulating the base rate of tn and ts trials (e.g., 90% versus 10% tn trials among321

all trials administered) or by using asymmetric payoff schemes (e.g., paying $1 for322

each hit and ¢25 for each correct rejection). For example, consider the responses of323

a single individual in an auditory detection task in which trial base-rates were ma-324

nipulated (see Green & Swets, 1966, Chap. 4). The empirical ROC obtained for this325

participant is shown in Figure 6, and seems to hardly deviate from the symmetrical,326

curvilinear shape predicted by the EVSDT assuming a single µs and a different κ per327

response-bias condition.12 Similar results are reviewed by Green and Swets (1966).328

The success of the EVSDT also meant the failure of an older model of329

detection, the One-High-Threshold model (1HT; Blackwell, 1953). The 1HT assumes330

that on ts trials a signal is detected with probability Ds, which invariably leads to331

a “yes” response. With probability 1 − Ds the signal is not detected and the DM332

guesses “yes” with probability g or “no” with probability 1− g. On tn trials the DM333

merely guesses “yes” or “no” with probabilities g and 1− g, respectively. According334

to the 1HT335

FA = g, (14)336

H = Ds + (1−Ds)× g, (15)337

which imply linear ROCs that do not provide a suitable account of the data (see338

12Researchers often plot ROCs on inverse-Gaussian coordinates Φ−1(P (Hit)) in order to inspect

for deviations from Gaussian assumptions. According to Gaussian SDT, these so-called zROCs are

predicted to be linear with intercept µs and and slope
σ2
n

σ2
s

.
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Figure 6: EVSDT fit to ROC data from an auditory detection task (Green & Swets,

1966).

Figure 7). We will later return to discuss more recent versions of threshold theory339

and their comparison with SDT.340

In addition to rejecting the 1HT model, researchers also investigated the341

ROCs implied by several supposedly “theory-free” measures of sensitivity that only342

require a single {FA,H } pair. In an extensive review, Swets (1986) discussed popular343

measures such as H−F or the proportion/percentage of correct responses and showed344

that they require linear ROCs if they are to accommodate differences in response bias345

appropriately. Linear ROCs often deviate from empirical data, however, indicating346

that they are generally unsuitable. Also, the deviations found between predictions347

and data show that none of these measures is actually theory-free and that researchers348

should be extremely careful with the measures they adopt in their analyses, lest they349

misinterpret the empirical results. Macmillan and Creelman (1996) later showed350

that this problem also holds for popular sensitivity measures that were explicitly351
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Figure 7: Left Panel: Examples of Theoretical ROCs from the 1HT Model. Right

Panel: Fit to ROC data from an auditory detection task (Green & Swets, 1966).

established by means of non-parametric principles (Pollack & Norman, 1964; Zhang352

& Mueller, 2005). Recently, the use of inappropriate sensitivity measures has been353

discussed in the domain of eyewitness identification where they have erroneously354

led to a support of sequential-identification procedures by police departments in355

detriment of suspect lineups (for a review, see Gronlund, Mickes, Wixted, & Clark,356

2015).357

In general, it seems good advice to validate the properties of the measures358

used by comparing them with ROC data. Ideally, one should estimate sensitivity di-359

rectly from ROC data. For instance, estimate the area subtended by it. As discussed360

later on, one of the attractive features of using the area under the yes-no ROC as a361

measure of sensitivity is that this area is intimately related to performance in other362

judgments (Green & Moses, 1966; Iverson & Bamber, 1997).363

Unfortunately, there are many situations in which ROC data will not be364

available (e.g., due to a limited number of trials per participant), and researchers see365
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themselves forced to evaluate sensitivity using single {FA,H } pairs. What should366

one do in those circumstances?367

• The most reasonable approach is to compute d′ and κ, as described in Equations368

10 and 11. These two measures take into account the ROC curvilinearity that369

is usually found in the data coming from several domains, reducing the risk370

of gross misinterpretations. Other measures such as the proportion of correct371

responses or H − F , because they fail to capture this curvilinearity, are more372

likely to lead researchers astray (e.g., see Rotello et al., 2015).373

• Complications due to “empty cells” (i.e., cases in which FA or H are 0 or 1)374

can be easily dealt with by introducing a simple “correction” to the data (see375

Footnote 9). Analyses based on “corrected” data are known to yield reasonable376

results, even when a moderate proportion of (uncorrected) individual data have377

empty cells (for details, see Hautus, 1995; Kadlec, 1999).378

As discussed below, the EVSDT very often fails to capture other features of379

the data (e.g., ROC asymmetry). Do these failures compromise the general recom-380

mendations given here? No, because even in those cases d′ and κ are usually found381

to be the least-worst measures.382

4 Beyond the EVSDT383

The success of the EVSDT in the previous example does not generalize perfectly to384

other cases: In their seminal paper, Swets et al. (1961) reported ROCs obtained385

with a visual detection task that did not conform well to the EVSDT predictions:386

Although concave, they were not symmetric, which resulted in systematic mispredic-387

tions and mediocre fits. Figure 8 provides one such example. Such gross deviations388
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Figure 8: EVSDT fit to ROC data from an visual detection task (Swets et al., 1961).

from the data clearly show that the EVSDT needs to be extended or some of its389

assumptions need to be modified. There are several different ways one could do so390

and we will discuss three of them.391

One simple extension consists of allowing σ2
s to be freely estimated by the392

data. The resulting Unequal-Variance SDT (UVSDT) model is able to account for393

asymmetrical ROCs such as the one in Figure 8 by having σ2
s > σ2

n. This inequality394

can be interpreted as the outcome of encoding variability (e.g., Wixted, 2007): The395

DM’s attentional levels oscillate across trials, leading to corresponding differences in396

the evidence increments produced by the signal presentation. This encoding variabil-397

ity would necessarily lead to a ψs distribution that is more spread out than ψn. The398

fit of UVSDT to the ROC data in Figure 8 is considerably better than the EVSDT’s399

(see the left panels of Figure 9). Analogous to d′ in the EVSDT, one can summarize400

sensitivity via the discriminal-difference measure da (Simpson & Fitter, 1973), which401
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Figure 9: UVSDT, MSDT, and XSDT models and their respective fits to ROC data

from a visual detection task (Swets et al., 1961).

in the present dataset was 1.03:402

da =
µs√

1 + σ2
s

(16)403

Despite its success, the UVSDT should only be seen as a useful first ap-404

proximation of encoding variability and not as a principled extension of EVSDT (see405

Green & Swets, 1966, p.79). The reason for this reluctance is that the likelihood406

ratio fs(κ)
fn(κ)

is no longer monotonic, suggesting that very low evidence values can be407

more likely under ψs than ψn.408

Instead of capturing encoding variability via parameter σ2
s , one could assume409

that this variability emerges from a binary mixture of equal-variance distributions410

(DeCarlo, 2002). With probability λ a ts trial is successfully attended to, leading411

to the encoding of the signal and an evidence distribution with mean µs. But with412

probability 1 − λ the trial is not successfully attended to and the encoding of the413
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signal is impoverished, leading to an evidence distribution with mean µ∗s, and with414

µ∗s < µs. In this present context we will assume a special case in which µ∗s = 0, stating415

that for unattended trials the DM’s judgments are at chance level and therefore416

indistinguishable from those given in tn trials. The fit of the Mixture SDT (MSDT)417

to the ROC data is slightly better than the UVSDT’s (see the center panels of Figure418

9).419

Finally, one could adopt alternative distributional assumptions. As previ-420

ously mentioned, ROC symmetry is violated under many distributions, a fact that421

can be capitalized upon in order to accommodate the data in a more parsimonious422

way (i.e., without having to specify additional parameters or attentional processes).423

As an example, let us consider the Type I extreme-value distribution for smallest424

extremes (Johnson, Kotz, & Balakrishnan, 1994, Chap. 1). This distribution char-425

acterizes the probabilities of minimum values in collections of random values. The426

reason for choosing an extreme-value distribution is that this family of distributions427

emerges when measuring extreme events (maxima or minima; see Wandell & Luce,428

1978) rather than averages (which give rise to Gaussian distributions via the central-429

limit theorem). Like the other two models, the Extreme-Value SDT (XSDT) also430

improves upon the EVSDT’s fit (see the right panels of Figure 9), but in this case431

without having to establish an additional variance (σ2
s) or mixture-weight (λ) pa-432

rameter. This result is particularly relevant as it contradicts the notion that ROC433

asymmetries can only be accommodated via the establishment of additional processes434

(e.g., Yonelinas & Parks, 2007).435

Although all three approaches provide reasonable improvements to the EVSDT,436

the UVSDT is by far the most popular alternative (see Green & Swets, 1966; Macmil-437

lan & Creelman, 2005; Wickens, 2002). In fact, the MSDT is seldom considered in438

the literature (except when being pitted against other models) and the only em-439
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pirical application of the XSDT that we know of was reported by DeCarlo (1998).440

Although a pragmatic use of UVSDT as suggested by Green and Swets (1966) is441

not problematic per se (in fact we will rely on it more than once here), we fear that442

the neglect of other approaches might rob researchers of interesting insights. For443

instance, ROC asymmetry is often understood as a direct measure of encoding vari-444

ability (e.g., Mickes, Wixted, & Wais, 2007) when encoding variability is in fact only445

one of many possible and plausible interpretations, as demonstrated by XSDT (see446

Rouder et al., 2010). Recent ROC analyses reported by DeCarlo (2007) show how447

study-strength manipulations (words studied once versus twice) and attention-level448

manipulations (divided versus full attention) in recognition memory can yield differ-449

ences in σs that are difficult to interpret under UVSDT whereas the MSDT provides450

a clear-cut and reasonable pattern in terms of µs and λ. In general, it seems good451

practice to compare the characterizations of the data that are given by different SDT452

models before endorsing any of the interpretations implied by the different models.453

5 The Confidence-Rating Method454

One significant drawback of obtaining ROC data is the need to collect responses455

across different response-bias conditions. Participants typically have to perform mul-456

tiple test blocks, which can be not only quite taxing but even not feasible when the457

number of trials that can be obtained is limited. For instance, in recognition-memory458

research it is often the case that researchers have a limited stimulus pool whose ele-459

ments can only be tested once across the whole experiment. To make matters worse,460

participants are often too timid in their response-criterion shifts (e.g., Dusoir, 1983;461

Kellen, Klauer, & Bröder, 2013; Van Zandt, 2000), leading to sets of {FA,H } pairs462

that are too close together to be informative.463
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Figure 10: Depiction of SDT for confidence ratings (six-point scale).

One way of overcoming these problems is to rely on confidence-rating judg-464

ment data. Instead of only providing binary yes-no judgments, participants respond465

using a M -point scale that ranges from something like “1 : very sure no” to “M :466

very sure yes”. SDT can easily be extended to accommodate these confidence rat-467

ings: Instead of assuming a single response criterion, a set of ordered M − 1 criteria468

is assumed, κ1,≤ κ2 ≤ ... ≤ κM−1 (see Figure 10). In ts trials the probabilities of469

the different confidence-rating responses are:470

P (“1” | ts) = P (ψs < κ1) = Φ

(
κ1 − µs
σs

)
, (17)471

P (“m” | ts) = P (κm−1 < ψs < κm)472

= Φ

(
κm − µs
σs

)
− Φ

(
κm−1 − µs

σs

)
, for 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1, (18)473

P (“M” | ts) = P (ψs > κM−1) = 1− Φ

(
κM−1 − µs

σs

)
. (19)474

Similar equations apply in tn trials; simply replace µs and σs with µn and σn, respec-475

tively. The probability of each confidence-rating response is given by the probability476

that ψn and ψs are above and/or below certain response criteria.477

In the case of confidence-rating data, ROCs correspond to the cumulative478

response probabilities starting from m = M (maximum-confidence “yes” response)479

towards m = 1 (maximum-confidence “no” response). These cumulative probabil-480

ities emulate a response-bias shift in yes-no judgments by assuming that the DM481
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only responds “yes” when evidence is at least as large as a given response crite-482

rion km. Early work by Egan, Schulman, and Greenberg (1959) comparing yes-no483

ROCs and ROCs obtained with confidence ratings indicated that both methods484

yielded similar results. This similarity is, however, far from perfect. Different stud-485

ies investigating the shape of confidence-rating ROCs across different response-bias486

conditions have found small but systematic differences in ROC shape (Balakrishnan,487

1999; Bröder, Kellen, Schütz, & Rohrmeier, 2013; Schulman & Greenberg, 1970; Van488

Zandt, 2000).13489

In order to demonstrate the fit of the UVSDT to confidence-rating judg-490

ments, let us consider some of the recognition-memory ROC data reported by Rat-491

cliff, McKoon, and Tindall (1994). Figure 11 shows the ROC from the six-point492

ratings, which is curvilinear and asymmetric like the ROC data previously discussed493

(e.g., Figure 9). The same can be said about the UVSDT account depicted in Figure494

11. This similarity suggests that both methods tap into the same processes, a sit-495

uation that makes the confidence-rating method extremely useful given its relative496

inexpensiveness. Indeed, in domains such as recognition memory or reasoning, the497

vast majority of ROCs reported are based on confidence ratings (e.g., Dube et al.,498

2010; Trippas, Handley, & Verde, 2013; Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas & Parks, 2007).499

6 Characterizing Performance Across Conditions500

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the basis for performance comparisons: If different {FA,H }501

pairs from two experimental conditions A and B fall on the same ROC function then502

they reflect the same level of sensitivity (but different response biases). But if they do503

13Extended SDT models have been proposed in order to account for these differences (Benjamin,

Diaz, & Wee, 2009; Mueller & Weidemann, 2008) but such extensions remain controversial (see

Kellen, Klauer, & Singmann, 2012).
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Figure 11: UVSDT fit to confidence-rating ROC data (Ratcliff et al., 1994, Exp.1,

Condition MS).

not, then we are dealing (at the very least) with differences in sensitivity. The logic504

behind ROC analysis is exactly the same as used in state-trace analysis (Bamber,505

1979; Davis-Stober, Morey, Gretton, & Heathcote, in press; see also Dunn & James,506

2003) as the former is a special case of the latter: Differences in two dependent507

variables (e.g., FA and H) can be accounted for by a single process (e.g., response508

bias) as long as the data points can be described by a single monotonic function (e.g.,509

an ROC). In some cases this classification is trivial and immediate: If the pattern510
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HA > HB and FAA < FAB (usually referred to as a mirror effect ; see Glanzer &511

Adams, 1990) is reliable then it is clear that conditions A and B differ in terms512

of sensitivity given that there is no monotonic function capable of describing both513

{FA,H } pairs simultaneously. Visually, ROC monotonicity implies that one cannot514

move from one {FA,H } pair to another by moving “northwest/southeast” in the515

ROC graph.516

Unfortunately this kind of clear-cut classification is not possible when for517

example HA > HB and FAA > FAB. In such cases, the assumed shape of the ROCs in518

the two conditions plays a critical role. For example, if {FAB,HB} = {1− FAA, 1−519

HA} then the assumption of symmetrical ROCs, as held by the EVSDT, implies520

a difference in response bias (as both points are by definition assumed to belong521

to the same ROC) while a model assuming asymmetric ROCs (like the UVSDT522

or the XSDT) could also indicate a difference in sensitivity. Similarly, two pairs523

coming from an asymmetric ROC would be erroneously interpreted as evidence for a524

difference in sensitivity if the model used to characterize them assumes symmetrical525

ROCs. Given the predominance of asymmetric ROCs in the literature, d′ is often526

biased towards the latter error, which leads to some concerns regarding its use (see527

Rotello, Masson, & Verde, 2008; Verde et al., 2006).528

The additional {FA,H } pairs provided by ROC data obtained for each condi-529

tion separately allow researchers to test for differences in sensitivity across conditions.530

Any reliable violation of monotonicity between any two pairs (one per condition) is531

sufficient to indicate a difference in sensitivity. However, these comparisons are in-532

formative to the extent that 1) the ROC points obtained per condition cross over533

at both H and FA, and 2) that the ROC points cover a reasonable range of H and534

FA values. Violations of monotonicity in ROC data are usually tested by fitting535

the SDT model (e.g., the UVSDT) to the data from the different conditions sepa-536
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rately and then assessing whether it can still provide a good fit while assuming the537

same sensitivity parameters (e.g., µs and σ2
s). Consider another confidence-rating538

ROC dataset from Ratcliff et al. (1994), in which participants were tested with low-539

and high-frequency words. The UVSDT model fitted assumed different parameters540

for all four stimulus types but the same response criteria for both low- and high-541

frequency words. Overall this “full” model provides an acceptable fit to the data542

(deviations between predicted and observed response proportions were minor), while543

a restricted version assuming no differences between their distributions for high and544

low-frequency words clearly does not (see Figure 12). These differences in goodness545

of fit suggest the presence of differences in sensitivity, reflecting the fact that all ROC546

points cannot be adequately described by a single monotonic function (visually, the547

connection between {FA,H } pairs implies “northwest/southeast” movements).548

There is an identifiability issue with the SDT model analysis of different549

stimulus pairs that deserves mention. When modeling multiple pairs of stimulus550

types (e.g., high versus low-frequency words), additional parameter restrictions are551

required in order to make the model identifiable. One alternative is to fix the means552

and variances of the distributions for both non-studied items (ψnH and ψnL) and553

allow response criteria to differ between low and high-frequency words. A second554

alternative is to fix only one distribution for non-studied items (e.g., ψnL), and555

assume a single set of response criteria. When fitting the data in Figure 12 we used556

the latter set of restrictions. Although both alternatives usually provide equally557

good accounts of the data, the psychological interpretations they imply differ as558

response-criterion shifts in the first formulation are characterized as distribution-559

pair shifts in the second, and vice-versa (see Singmann & Kellen, 2014; Wickens560

& Hirshman, 2000). This issue does not affect any test for sensitivity differences561

(e.g., the overlap between old and new low-frequency words does not differ) but does562
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Figure 12: UVSDT fit to confidence-rating ROC data (Ratcliff et al., 1994, Exp.4,

Condition PS). In the bottom panel, the predictions of the full model are described

by the solid curves while the predictions of the restricted model are described by the

dashed curve.

affect the characterization of other effects such as response-bias shifts, which can563

have theoretical relevance in the domain being studied (e.g., Klauer & Kellen, 2011).564
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7 Forced Choice, Ranking Judgments, and the565

Area Theorem566

So far we have only discussed SDT in the context of the yes-no task, in which the DM567

judges a single stimulus per trial. However, SDT can also be applied to other tasks568

such as the two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) task, in which the DM observes569

two stimuli (one coming from the signal distribution and another from the signal570

distribution) and chooses the one believed to come from the signal distribution. For571

instance, in a recognition-memory 2-AFC task the DMs would see two items (one on572

the left and another on the right) and indicate which one they considered to have573

been previously studied by answering “left” or “right”.574

At first glance this is equivalent to the paired comparisons discussed in the575

context of the LCJ (Equation 1). However, in SDT there is a response criterion that576

captures biases concerning the arrangement of the alternatives (e.g., a preference for577

items on the left). The probability of a correct response in a 2-AFC task (P 2
c ) when578

ψ is in positions (po) 1 and 2 is then given by579

P 2
c (po1) = P (ψs > ψn + κ), (20)580

P 2
c (po2) = P (ψs + κ > ψn). (21)581

When κ = 0, Equations 20 and 21 reduce to Equation 1. Now, let us classify P 2
c (po1)582

as a hit (H) and (1−P 2
c (po2)) as a false alarm (FA). Note that this classification of583

the responses is arbitrary but does not affect any substantive results.584

H = P (ψs − ψn > κ) = Φ

(
ψs − ψn − κ√

σ2
s + σ2

n

)
(22)585

FA = P (ψn − ψs > κ) = Φ

(
ψn − ψs − κ√

σ2
s + σ2

n

)
(23)586

Equations 22 and 23 are just like Equations 6 and 7, with the difference that instead587
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of comparing κ with a single evidence value coming from either ψs or ψn, the crite-588

rion is compared with the difference between the alternatives in the two positions,589

which corresponds to either ψs−ψn or ψn−ψs, depending on the position taken by590

ψs and ψn. Under the assumption that distributions ψn and ψs are Gaussian, their591

differences are also Gaussian distributed, both with variance σ2
s +σ2

n. It is easy to see592

that the EVSDT’s d′ and κ can be applied here (even when the UVSDT holds for the593

corresponding yes-no task), although d′2-AFC yields the distance between the means594

of the two distributions, which is 2µs while scaling by
√
σ2
s + σ2

n =
√

2 instead of 1.595

For instance, the pair {.22, .82} yields d′2-AFC = 1.69 and κ2-AFC = 0.77. The ROCs596

obtained with 2-AFC tasks are therefore predicted to be symmetric, a prediction597

that is supported by the 2-AFC ROC data at large (e.g., Atkinson & Kinchla, 1965;598

Jang, Wixted, & Huber, 2009; Kellen, Singmann, Vogt, & Klauer, 2015; Province599

& Rouder, 2012). The differences between d′ and d′2-AFC imply the relationship600

d′2-AFC =
√

2d′ when EVSDT holds, a theoretical result that has found mixed em-601

pirical support, in part due to violations of EVSDT predictions (e.g., Creelman &602

Macmillan, 1979; Green & Moses, 1966; Jesteadt & Bilger, 1974; Miller, Scurfield,603

Drga, Galvin, & Whitmore, 2002; Swets, 1959; Viemeister, 1970).604

The importance of response bias in 2-AFC is largely dependent on the nature605

of the task. For instance, in perceptual tasks it is often the case that the two606

alternatives correspond to two observation intervals presented sequentially. In other607

cases such as recognition memory both alternatives are presented simultaneously.608

The occurrence of response biases is often found in the first case given the sequential609

nature of the DMs’ observations, as shown in a recent review by Yeshurun, Carrasco,610

and Maloney (2008): Participants tend to manifest a bias towards choosing the first611

observation, a bias that in some cases even leads to similar d′2-AFC and d′ values612
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(running against the expectation of higher d′2-AFC values).14 In the second case, a613

response bias is only expected when DMs have a preference for choosing alternatives614

from a specific position (e.g., a bias to pick items on the left), a finding that has not615

been reported in the literature so far (Jang, Wixted, & Huber, 2009; see also Kellen,616

Klauer, & Singmann, 2013).617

Traditionally, the discussion of response biases in forced-choice tasks is al-618

most exclusively confined to the case of two alternatives (see Klein, 2001; Macmillan619

& Creelman, 2005; Wickens, 2002). This omission is mostly due to the difficul-620

ties of introducing response criteria when the number of alternatives is larger than621

two. Green and Swets (1966) remarked that “Our discussion is limited to the two-622

alternative forced-choice procedure; the analysis for larger numbers of alternatives is623

complex and, at this date, has not been accomplished” (p. 409). When precluding624

the possibility of responses bias, the probability of a correct response in a K-AFC625

trial is given by626

PK
c =

∫ +∞

−∞
φ(x, µs, σ

2
s)Φ(x, µn, σ

2
n)K−1 dx, (24)627

which is nothing more than a restatement of Equation 4 when assuming that the628

evidence values associated with all K − 1 incorrect alternatives come from the same629

noise distribution. Note that the probability of the ψs sample having the ith largest630

evidence value and being attributed rank i is also a simplification of Equation 5:631

RK
i =

(
K − 1

i− 1

)∫ +∞

−∞
φ(x, µs, σ

2
s)Φ(x, µn, σ

2
n)K−i(1− Φ(x, µn, σ

2
n))i−1 dx. (25)632

Kellen and Klauer (2011) and Kellen et al. (2012) fitted different SDT models633

to ranking judgments from a recognition-memory task. Not only did the UVSDT634

14It is also possible that sensitivity differs between the two intervals. Indeed, Yeshurun et al.

(2008) found small (9%) but robust differences in sensitivity when using a 2-AFC task in which

trials comprised of two signal or two noise observations are also included (along with possibility of

responses “none” and “both”).
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Figure 13: UVSDT Fits of 2-AFC Data from Glanzer et al. (1991, Experiment 1,

Immediate Condition).

provide a good fit of the data, the parameter estimates obtained were very similar635

to the estimates obtained via confidence-rating judgments (see Kellen et al., 2012).636

It is also possible to use forced-choice judgments in order to evaluate SDT637

accounts across tasks. For instance, consider the fit of Ratcliff et al.’s (1994) data638

shown in Figure 12, which shows a specific ordering of the evidence distributions.639

Glanzer, Adams, and Iverson (1991) reported 2-AFC judgments for all six possible640

pairings of studied and non-studied low and high-frequency items. The judgments641

produced in these 2-AFC trials can be used to estimate the underlying distributions642

the same way Estes’ data were fitted above (i.e., relying on Equation 2). The dis-643

tributions estimated from Glanzer et al.’s data, which are depicted in Figure 13, are644

generally similar to the distributions obtained with Ratcliff et al.’s confidence-rating645

data (see Figure 12), a similarity that supports the parametrization we adopted in646

fitting the latter.647

Despite the inability of traditional SDT accounts to capture response biases648

in K-AFC judgments with K > 2, the model can still provide a reasonably good649

account of the data: Swets (1959) reported results obtained with 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8-650
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Figure 14: K-AFC Data from Swets (1959) and their Respective UVSDT Fits.

AFC trials and found them to be “generally compatible” with EVSDT predictions.651

We refitted Swets’ data with the UVSDT and found similar results, which can be652

seen in Figure 14, with the model providing good fits despite the large sample sizes653

(e.g., 1200 8-AFC trials were collected per participant).654

An extension for the SDT model with response bias for K-AFC tasks with655

K > 2 was recently introduced by DeCarlo (2012): Assume K criteria κ, each656

associated with a specific position in the arrangement of alternatives. For the case657

in which ψs is in position j, the probability PK
c,j corresponds to the probability that658

ψs + κj are larger than all other alternatives and their respective criteria:659

PK
c,j = P (ψs + κj > max

h6=j
{ψn,h + κh}). (26)660

We can fix one of the κ to zero without loss of generality (in this case, we will fix661

κ3). For example, in a 3-AFC task, the probability of correct response when j = 1662

corresponds to663

PK
c,1 =

∫ +∞

−∞
φ(x− κ1, µs, σ2

s)Φ(x− κ2, µn, σ2
n)Φ(x− κ3, µn, σ2

n) dx. (27)664

Let us now implement DeCarlo’s (2012) response-bias extension to 3-AFC665

taste-discrimination judgments originally reported by Ennis and O’Mahony (1995):666
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In this study, participants tasted three samples of water and had to indicate the667

one to which salt was added. The proportion of correct responses was .67, .83,668

and .82, when the salty water was the first, second, and third sample respectively.669

EVSDT estimates were µs = 1.57, κ1 = −0.43, and κ2 = 0.04 (with G2(0) = 0,670

p = 1), indicating a slight bias against position 1. DeCarlo (2012) focused on the671

EVSDT due to the limited number of degrees of freedom provided by the data; if672

one is restricted to PK
c,j then Ennis and O’Mahoney’s data only provide three degrees673

of freedom for the EVSDT’s parameters. Of course, more complex models like the674

UVSDT can be developed if one considers the positions associated with the erroneous675

responses.676

We previously mentioned that the area under the yes-no ROC can be used677

as a measure of sensitivity, due to its relationship to performance with 2-AFC judg-678

ments. This relationship, known as the area theorem, was established by Green and679

Moses (1966) and constitutes one of the most fundamental results in SDT. A gener-680

alization of the area theorem was given by Iverson and Bamber (1997). In order to681

prove the generalized area theorem, remember that the ROC defines how variable H682

changes as a function of variable FA. Following the notation introduced in Footnote683

11, let H = Ψs(Ψ
−1
n (FA)). Now, without loss of generality, assume that both ψn and684

ψs are defined on the interval [0,1], with ψn being uniformly distributed. It follows685

that686

FA = P (ψn > κ) = 1− κ, (28)687

H = P (ψs > κ) = Fs(1− κ). (29)688

If we assume that in a K-AFC task the DM chooses the option with the689
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largest evidence value (i.e., there is no response bias), then690

PK
c =

∫ 1

0

(1− P (ψn > κ))K−1P (ψs > κ) dκ691

=

∫ 1

0

κK−1P (ψs > κ)dκ (30)692

= E(HK−1).693

This formal result shows that the proportion of correct responses in a 2-AFC694

task (P 2
c ), which reflects the overlap between two distributions (i.e., their discriminal695

difference), corresponds to the expected value of H (i.e., the area under the ROC).696

But in general, PK
c corresponds to the (K − 1)th moment of H, an equivalence that697

does not hinge on any sort of distributional assumptions regarding ψn or ψs. This698

result is especially relevant given that these moments can be used to fully characterize699

the ROC function (Feller, 1966, Chap. 7). Iverson and Bamber (1997) provide700

different examples showing that the first five moments could be used to approximate701

the ROC with negligible error. To make things even nicer, the estimation of the702

area under the ROC can be done using a plethora of parametric and non-parametric703

methods (e.g., Bamber, 1975). Green and Moses (1966) tested the area theorem for704

2-AFC and found the recognition-memory data used to be generally compatible with705

it.706

As another example, let us test the predictions of the generalized area the-707

orem using data from Kellen, Klauer, and Singmann (2012): Thirty participants708

engaged in a recognition-memory test comprising yes-no confidence-rating trials in-709

termixed with four-alternative ranking trials. ROC functions were estimated from710

the confidence-rating data via linear-interpolation methods. The first three moments711

of each individual function were then computed. In the case of ranking data, P 2
c ,712

P 3
c , and P 4

c (which also correspond to the first three moments) were reconstructed713
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Figure 15: Comparison between the ROC moments estimated from confidence rating

and ranking data.

via714

P i
c =

(
K − 1

i− 1

)−1
×

K−i∑
j=0

(
K − 1− j
i− 1

)
RK
j+1, (31)715

with K = 4 in the present case. Figure 15 compares the moments estimated716

from both tasks and shows considerable agreement across all of them (smallest717

r = 0.88, p < .01). However, systematic deviations were found in the third mo-718

ment (t(29) = −4.04, p < .01), which can be attributed to several plausible factors719

(e.g., in the ranking task, it could be due to unaccounted spatial biases, limitations720

in working memory, etc.). Although not perfect, these first results are quite positive721

and encourage further studies focusing on the generalized area theorem.722

Finally, the generalized area theorem provides an alternative method for723

testing the symmetry of the yes-no ROC. Consider a forced-choice task in which the724

DM is presented with K − 1 signal and 1 noise stimulus and their task is to identify725

the latter, with QK
c denoting the probability that the DM makes a correct choice.726

Iverson and Bamber (1997) showed that if the DM’s ROC is symmetrical, then PK
c727

should be equal to QK
c .728

Response probabilities in K-AFC tasks also provide the means for additional729
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tests. Again, note that each K-AFC trial involves comparing alternatives in a stim-730

ulus set comprised of one sample from the signal distribution and K − 1 samples731

from the noise distribution, which can be seen as a special of case Equations 3-4 in732

which all samples come from potentially different distributions. From this stand-733

point it becomes obvious that like the LCJ, SDT can be tested via Block-Marschak734

inequalities. For k = 3, ..., K735

P k
c ≥ P k+1

c , for 3 ≤ k ≤ K736

P k−1
c + P k+1

c ≥ 2P k
c , for 4 ≤ k ≤ K737

P k−2
c + 3P k

c ≥ 3P k−1
c + P k+1

c , for 5 ≤ k ≤ K738

P k−3
c + 6P k−1

c + P k+1
c ≥ 4P k−2

c + 4P k
c , for 6 ≤ k ≤ K739

P k−4
c + 10P k−2

c + 5P k
c ≥ 5P k−3

c + 10P k−1
c + P k+1

c , for 7 ≤ k ≤ K740

and so forth. Note that one could also consider additional stimulus types (e.g.,741

different kinds of noise stimuli), which would lead to a set of inequalities that is742

closer to those discussed in the context of the LCJ.743

But how likely is one to reject SDT based on these inequalities, especially744

if one cannot afford to go beyond small values of K? We evaluated this question745

by generating uniformly-distributed response probabilities with the constraints that746

P k
c ≥ 1

k
and P k

c ≥ P k+1
c . For K values of 4, 5, and 6, the proportion of samples747

that respected the inequalities were, in order, .50, .11, and .01. The good fits to the748

K-AFC data up to K = 8 shown in Figure 14 strongly suggest that SDT would likely749

obtain strong support from the data. The requirement of having a K of at least 5 to750

achieve a diagnostic test might seem a price too high but it is important to see that751

what one gets in return is a direct test of the notion of that judgments are based on752

comparisons between unidimensional samples from subjective distributions, without753

any sort of parametric assumptions.754
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8 Multidimensional SDT755

SDT can be extended in order to account for judgments concerning more than one756

stimulus dimension. For instance, a DM might be required to identify the kind757

of signal presented (e.g., judge its color and/or shape; Ashby & Townsend, 1986;758

Lindner, 1968; Batchelder & Riefer, 1990) or judge whether two signals differ or not759

(e.g., DeCarlo, 2013; Noreen, 1981; Petrov, 2009; Sorkin, 1962).760

Ashby and Townsend (1986) developed a general multidimensional SDT761

framework called General Recognition Theory (GRT) that enables an assessment762

of how different dimensions relate on a perceptual and decisional level. GRT has763

been applied to a whole variety of phenomena from categorization (Ashby & Gott,764

1988), speech perception (Silbert, Townsend, & Lentz, 2009), facial identification765

(Thomas, 2001), source memory (DeCarlo, 2003), among others. Ashby and Soto766

(2015) provide a general introduction to GRT.767

In order to introduce the GRT, let us assume a task in which a DM has768

to judge stimuli in terms of two dimensions A and B with levels i = 1, 2, ..., I and769

j = 1, 2, ..., J . In order to keep things simple, let us assume that both dimensions are770

dichotomous (I = J = 2) such that we only have four possible stimuli based on their771

factorial combination, SA1B1 , SA1B2 , SA2B1 , and SA2B2 . We note already that there772

are important model non-identifiabilities associated with the 2× 2 design (Silbert &773

Thomas, 2013) but this design still serves an illustrative purpose adequately here.774

When presented with any of these stimuli, the DM can respond RA1B1 , RA1B2 , RA2B1 ,775

or RA2B2 . Table 2 describes the stimulus-response matrix.776

The subjective representation of each SAiBi
is described by a bivariate Gaus-777

sian with joint density function φAiBj
(x, y), means µ =

[
µAi
µBj

]
and covariance matrix778

Σ =

[
σ2
Ai

σAi
σBi

ρAiBj

ρAiBj
σAi

σBj
σ2
Bj

]
comprised of variances σ2

Ai
and σ2

Bj
, and correlation779
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RA1B1 RA1B2 RA2B1 RA2B2

SA1B1 P (RA1B1 | SA1B1) P (RA1B2 | SA1B1) P (RA2B1 | SA1B1) P (RA2B2 | SA1B1)

SA1B2 P (RA1B1 | SA1B2) P (RA1B2 | SA1B2) P (RA2B1 | SA1B2) P (RA2B2 | SA1B2)

SA2B1 P (RA1B1 | SA2B1) P (RA1B2 | SA2B1) P (RA2B1 | SA2B1) P (RA2B2 | SA2B1)

SA2B2 P (RA1B1 | SA2B2) P (RA1B2 | SA2B2) P (RA2B1 | SA2B2) P (RA2B2 | SA2B2)

Table 2: Stimulus-Response Matrix for the 2× 2 Multidimensional Judgments

ρAiBj
. Each joint density has a corresponding marginal density for each percep-780

tual dimension. The marginal densities represent the average representation of the781

stimulus on a given dimension when the other dimension has been integrated out:782

ηAAiBj
(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

φAiBj
(x, y) dy, (32)

ηBAiBj
(y) =

∫ ∞
−∞

φAiBj
(x, y) dx. (33)

Figure 16 depicts both joint and marginal distributions. Note that for the bivariate783

distributions, a single equal-likelihood surface is depicted. The relationship between784

the joint and marginal distributions indicates whether the two dimensions are integral785

(processed as a whole and interacting) or separable (non-interactively processed).786

Dimension A is perceptually separable from dimension B if the DM’s representation787

of A does not differ across levels of B. Formally, this corresponds to788

ηAA1B1
(x) = ηAA1B2

(x), (34)

ηBA2B1
(y) = ηBA2B2

(y). (35)

Similar equalities hold if B is perceptually separable from A. If these equalities are789

violated then the two dimensions are referred to as perceptually integral. In Figure790

16, the marginal ηBA1B1
is equal to ηBA2B1

, and the same applies to ηBA1B2
and ηBA2B2

.791

However, ηAA1B1
clearly differs from ηAA1B2

, and ηAA2B1
also differs from ηAA2B2

. These792
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Figure 16: Example of Bivariate and Marginal Distributions in the GRT.

differences indicate a failure of perceptual separability for dimension A but not for793

dimension B.794

Another important concept is perceptual independence: Dimensions A and795

B are perceptually independent if and only if the representations of A and B are796

statistically independent from each other, a relationship that holds if and only if797

φAiBj
(x, y) = ηAAi,Bj

(x)× ηBAi,Bj
(y), (36)

for all levels of A and B. If this relationship fails to hold then the representations of798

the two dimensions are dependent, i.e., show some degree of correlation. For instance,799

as can be seen in Figure 16, there is a clear positive correlation in distribution SA2B1 ,800

indicating a failure of perceptual independence.801

As in the unidimensional case, the DM is assumed to produce a response802

by comparing the evidence values with response criteria that are defined on both803

dimensions and exhaustively partition the two-dimensional space (see Figure 16).804

Response criteria can be straight lines, piecewise straight lines, or curves.15 This805

brings us to a third property that can be tested within GRT, decisional separability :806

15Ashby (1992) showed that a response criterion that maximizes accuracy (i.e., the optimal
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If the criterion used to evaluate a specific dimension (e.g., stimulus is judged as807

either A1 or A2) does not depend on the evaluation of the other dimension (stimulus808

is judged as either B1 or B2). Decision separability only holds when the response809

criteria curves are lines parallel to axes (i.e., vertical or horizontal).810

One approach for testing perceptual independence, perceptual separability,811

and decisional separability relies on the use of summary test statistics (Ashby &812

Townsend, 1986; Kadlec & Townsend, 1992) in so-called macro- and micro-analyses.813

While macro-analyses are concerned with the complete stimuli ensemble, micro-814

analyses focus on particular stimuli. The test statistics in these analyses can be815

computed directly from the cells of the stimulus-response matrix in Table 2. At the816

level of macro-analyses, one such test is marginal response invariance, according to817

which the probability of a given response to stimuli coming from a specific level of818

a dimension (e.g., A1) is independent of the levels of any other dimensions (e.g.,819

whether B1 or B2). In formal terms, for all levels i820

P (RAi
| SA1B1) = P (RAiB1 | SA1B1) + P (RAiB2 | SA1B1), (37)

= P (RAi
| SA1B2) = P (RAiB1 | SA1B2) + P (RAiB2 | SA1B2),

and821

P (RAi
| SA2B1) = P (RAiB1 | SA2B1) + P (RAiB2 | SA2B1), (38)

= P (RAi
| SA2B2) = P (RAiB1 | SA2B2) + P (RA2B2 | SA2B2).

Analogous equalities can be applied to dimension B for all levels j (in fact822

all tests discussed can be applied to both dimensions). Ashby and Townsend (1986)823

showed that if one dimension is perceptually and decisionally separable from the824

other then marginal response invariance must hold for that dimension. If one denotes825

criterion) is linear if the covariance matrices of the distributions are equal; otherwise the criterion

has a quadratic form.
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HAB1 = P (RA1 | SA1B1) and FAAB1 = P (RA1 | SA2B1) one can compute EVSDT826

measures d′ and κ for both dimensions. For example, if perceptual separability holds827

for dimension A then d′AB1
= d′AB2

(Kadlec & Townsend, 1992). In the example828

depicted in Figure 16, perceptual separability fails for A (d′AB1
= 1.2 and d′AB2

= 3)829

but not B (d′A1B
= d′A2B

= 1.5). In the presence of perceptual separability for830

dimension A one can then test marginal response criteria for that dimension by831

testing the equality κAB1 = κAB2 . In the presence of perceptual separability (and832

only then) the rejection of marginal response criteria indicates a failure of decisional833

separability for dimension A.834

In terms of micro-analyses, perceptual independence is evaluated by test-835

ing sampling independence (Ashby & Townsend, 1986). For example, if decisional836

separability holds, then sampling independence holds for SA1B1 if and only if837

P (RA1B1 | SA1B1) = P (RA1 | SA1B1)× P (RB1 | SA1B1). (39)

Like in the macro-analyses, one can rely on measures d′ and κ to evaluate perceptual838

independence, because in the presence of decisional separability it implies that all839

these measures are equal across the different levels of the dimensions (e.g., compute840

d′A1B1 using H = P (RA1B1 | SA1B1) and FA = P (RA1B1 | SA2B1)).841

As an example, let us consider a GRT analysis of face identification judg-842

ments originally reported by Thomas (2001). One participant in this study (Observer843

A) observed faces that varied on two features, eye separation and nose length (both844

factors had two levels, “long” and “short”). In terms of macro-analyses, percep-845

tual independence failed across all stimuli (smallest G2(1) = 5.51, largest p = .02).846

However, marginal response invariance held in general (largest G2(1) = 2.16, small-847

est p = .14). This pattern of results is suggestive (but not conclusive) of a failure848

of perceptual independence but not of decisional separability. The best-performing849

GRT model (the one providing the best tradeoff between fit and complexity; for850
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Figure 17: Bivariate and Marginal Distributions from the Best-Performing GRT for

Observer A (Thomas, 2001).

details, see Thomas, 2001) for these data corroborates the results from the summary851

statistics (see Figure 17) as it assumes perceptual separability but not perceptual in-852

dependence (although all distributions present the same level of dependency). Note853

that all GRT models considered assumed unit variances and decisional separability854

a priori.855

Bivariate UVSDT models are used extensively in the domain of recognition856

memory, particularly in the study of joint item memory (“was an item studied or857

not?”) and source memory (“in which context was the item originally presented?”)858

Consider a study by Yonelinas (1999, Experiment 2) in which participants heard a859

list of words, half spoken by a female voice (source A) and the other half by a male860

voice (source B). During the test phase, participants judged words on two confidence-861

rating scales, one concerning item memory (“1: very sure new” to “6: very sure old”)862

and source memory (“1: very sure female” to “6: very sure male”). According to the863

bivariate SDT model one dimension describes the evidence for the item having been864

previously studied, whereas the other dimension captures the evidence for the item865
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Figure 18: Distributions of the Bivariate UVSDT for the Yonelinas (1999, Exp.2)

Data.

coming from source B. Different implementations of this model have been proposed866

by DeCarlo (2003), Hautus, Macmillan, and Rotello (2008), and Onyper, Zhang, and867

Howard (2010).868

Figure 18 depicts a relaxed version of DeCarlo’s (2003) bivariate SDT model869

in which violations of decisional separability are allowed (the confidence-rating crite-870

ria for source judgments change across the different levels of confidence in the yes-no871

judgment), as well as violations of perceptual independence (distributions can have872

non-zero correlations).16 The fit of the model is mediocre at best (G2(60) = 168.75,873

p < .001), but this level of performance is comparable to what is usually found with874

this kind of aggregate data (see Klauer & Kellen, 2010). In addition to the violations875

of decisional separability, there are clear violations of perceptual independence, with876

item memory being correlated with source memory.877

16Given that we are discussing a recognition-memory task it would make more sense to refer to

a “mnemonic independence” instead but it seems more efficient to retain the original designation.
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9 Threshold Theory878

The assumption that human judgments directly reflect the comparison of subjective879

values coming from continuous distributions has been present in all discussions of880

the LCJ and SDT. The enormous success of continuous models like SDT seems to881

provide a strong support for this assumption. However, these results only show882

that this assumption is sufficient, but not that it is necessary. This situation raises883

important theoretical questions: How well would models not making this assumption884

fare? And for which kind of data do these alternative models fail? This question885

was first raised by Luce (1963), who argued that the ROCs reported by Swets et886

al. (1959) that rejected the 1HT did not necessarily dismiss the general notion of a887

threshold below which no evidence is available to the DM. Discussions surrounding888

these questions continue to this day.889

Threshold models have been long developed and applied alongside SDT (e.g.,890

Atkinson, 1963; Blackwell, 1953; Chechile & Meyer, 1976; Luce, 1963; Krantz, 1969;891

Riefer & Batchelder, 1988), although being considerably less popular. Unfortunately892

there is a considerable amount of confusion about the nature of threshold models,893

which often leads to unfounded claims about their empirical rejection. In general894

terms, threshold models differ from SDT by assuming a small discrete set of possible895

mental states rather than a continuous scale of evidence values. Take as an example896

the 1HT model described by Equations 14 and 15: Instead of assuming that a DM897

judges each stimulus by comparing its evidence value with a criterion, the 1HT898

states that that the DM enters a detection state with probability Ds, in which the899

true status of a stimulus is ascertained, or with probability 1−Ds enters a guessing900

state in which no stimulus information is available (i.e., there is complete information901

loss).902

The motivations for developing and using threshold models are various, but903
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they can be roughly distinguished by the extent to which their nature is pragmatical904

versus theoretical: From a pragmatic standpoint, threshold models provide tractable,905

experimentally validated accounts (Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Riefer, Hu,906

& Batchelder, 1994; Schütz, & Bröder, 2011) of data for which often an SDT account907

cannot be conveniently handled (e.g., Klauer, Hölzenbein, Calanchini, & Sherman,908

2014).17 Strong concerns regarding the use of threshold models have been repeatedly909

expressed in the literature (e.g., Kinchla, 1994; Pazzaglia, Dube, & Rotello, 2013)910

due to the fact that the threshold models commonly implemented by modelers predict911

linear yes-no ROCs. However, these concerns seem somewhat overstated given that912

both SDT and threshold accounts almost invariably provide similar characterizations913

of performance in empirical studies (e.g., Batchelder & Alexander, 2013; Brainerd,914

Gomes, & Moran, 2014; Bröder et al., 2013; Rotello, 2000; Starns & Hicks, 2013).915

As before, the most reasonable recommendation is that modelers should compare916

the characterization given by several different models and assess their convergence.917

Different models “telling the same story” should provide some reassurance. On the918

other hand, divergences between models can potentially reveal overlooked issues.919

From a theoretical standpoint, the distinction between discrete states and a920

continuous scale representation can be equated to the distinction between so-called921

prothetic and metathetic continua made by S. S. Stevens (1961) in the context of audi-922

tory perception where the loudness (a prothetic continuum) and pitch (a methatetic923

continuum) of stimuli are manipulated (cf. Chechile, 2013):924

... it is interesting that some of the better known prothetic continua925

17These threshold models are almost invariably members of the Multinomial Processing Tree

(MPT) model class (Riefer & Batchelder, 1988). However, note that the MPT model class extends

beyond the models and tasks discussed here (for reviews, see Batchelder & Riefer, 1999; Erdfelder

et al., 2009).
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seem to be mediated by an additive mechanism at the physiological level,926

whereas the metathetic continua appear to involve substitutive processes927

at the physiological level. Thus we experience a change in loudness when928

excitation is added to excitation already present on the basilar mem-929

brane, but we note a change in pitch when new excitation is substituted930

for excitation that has been removed, i.e., the pattern of excitation is931

displaced (p. 41; emphasis added)932

Prothetic continua describe differences in terms of changes in intensity, while meta-933

thetic continua capture changes in qualities. It can be argued that SDT models934

assume the former and threshold models the latter.935

More recently, Rouder and Morey (2009) argued that thresholds could be936

described as mediating processes: Irrespective of the nature of the underlying contin-937

uum, thresholds represent minimum values such that any values below translate into938

the same response probability distributions, implying that responses coming from939

these distributions carry no stimulus-dependent information (i.e., there is a com-940

plete loss of information). Figure 19 sketches out the difference between a threshold941

account and a continuous account without such kind of mediating process: When942

responses are a direct function of a continuum then each value (e.g., arbitrary val-943

ues 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) on this continuum is associated with a particular response944

probability distribution (see the top panel). In contrast, when there is a mediating945

threshold, all values below (e.g., 1, 2, and 3) it produce the same response distribu-946

tion (see middle and lower panels). Values above the threshold (e.g., 4 and 5) can947

be mapped onto one or different response probability distributions (center and lower948

panels, respectively), depending on nature of the model.949

Essentially, threshold models correspond to mixtures of response distribu-950

tions, with mixture weights representing the probability of each discrete state being951
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Figure 19: Response Distributions Associated with Different Values of a Latent

Continuum.

reached. Based on these core aspects, we can define a general threshold model for952

confidence-ratings judgments using an M -point scale:953

P (“m” | tn) = Dn
nδ

n
m + (1−Dn

n)Ds
nδ

s
m + (1−Dn

n)(1−Ds
n)γm, (40)

P (“m” | ts) = Ds
sδ
s
m + (1−Ds

s)D
n
s δ

n
m + (1−Ds

s)(1−Dn
s )γm, (41)

with Dn
n and Ds

s being the probabilities that the true status of the tested item is954

correctly detected, Ds
n and Dn

s that this status is incorrectly detected (given that955

it was not correctly detected), and δn, δs, and γ being the state-response mapping956

probabilities associated with the detection and guessing states. It is important to957

note that in this general form there are no constraints on the state-response mapping958

parameters (other than
∑M

m=1 δ
n
m =

∑M
m=1 δ

s
m =

∑M
m=1 γm = 1). Luce (1963) and959

Krantz (1969) argued that having these response-mapping parameters completely960

unconstrained is not unreasonable given the possibility of states being reached outside961

of the DM’s volition and also in error (if one assumes that Ds
n, D

n
s > 0). These962

response-mapping probabilities can also be a function of the requirements of the963
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tasks being engaged: Under extreme-response bias conditions (e.g., 90% ts and 10%964

tn trials) a DM might adjust his/her responses in order to approximate stimulus base-965

rates. Contrary to the 1HT previously discussed, this general threshold model is not966

bound to predict linear ROCs. In fact, it can predict any ROC shape, which means967

that it cannot be rejected on the basis of any single ROC, whether it is obtained968

via binary yes-no judgments or confidence ratings.18 The only constraint that this969

general model imposes is conditional independence: The state-response probabilities970

associated with a specific state (δnm, δsm, γm) are not affected by the probability of971

such a state being reached.972

Several additional restrictions have been considered in the literature: A first973

restriction is the assumption of high thresholds, according to which only the cor-974

rect status of items can be detected (i.e., Dn
s = Ds

n = 0). A second restriction is975

binary certainty, which assumes that detection states only produce responses com-976

patible with the stimuli’s true statuses (e.g., conditional on Ds
s, only “yes” responses977

can occur). These two assumptions are made together by the vast majority of the978

threshold models in the literature (for exceptions, see Luce, 1963; Krantz, 1969). A979

third assumption is confidence certainty, which imposes that a detected stimulus al-980

ways produces responses associated with maximum confidence. This restriction has981

been widely regarded by threshold theorists as completely unrealistic as it implies982

a completely deterministic response mapping for detection states, (e.g., Erdfelder &983

Buchner, 1998; Falmagne, 1985; Klauer & Kellen, 2010; Krantz, 1969; Luce 1963;984

Malmberg, 2002; Province & Rouder, 2012). Nevertheless, this questionable restric-985

tion has been adopted by several researchers in their attempts to reject threshold986

18In its most general form, SDT is not different: The fact that the ROC function corresponds

to a ratio of densities (see Footnote 11) implies that for every ROC there is always some pair of

distributions that perfectly accounts for it.
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accounts (e.g., Dube et al., 2012; Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas & Parks, 2007) as it987

enforces the prediction of linear ROCs.988

Province and Rouder (2012) and Rouder, Province, Swagman, and Thiele989

(2013) showed that the flexibility of threshold models does not scale across multi-990

ple ROCs. Because of conditional independence, high-threshold models make spe-991

cific predictions for families of ROCs produced by means of strength manipulations.992

These constraints concern the relative position of the ROC points across different993

ROCs, regardless of the overall shapes of these ROCs. In order to better visualize994

the constraints imposed by conditional independence, let us consider a high-threshold995

model in which D = Ds
s = Dn

n. Figure 20 shows that the ROC points across dif-996

ferent D values are all connected by straight lines (see left panel). Changes in D997

affect the relative contribution of the distinct state-response mapping probabilities to998

the observed response probabilities (see the right panel), but not the state-response999

mapping probabilities in conformity with the discrete-state mediation described de-1000

scribed above and illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 19.1001

Empirically, Province and Rouder (2012) showed that a threshold model out-1002

performed an SDT counterpart when fitting multiple 2-AFC ROCs simultaneously.1003

This result was later on replicated by Kellen et al. (2015). Swagmann, Province, and1004

Rouder (2015) also obtained similar results in a word-identification task. Taken to-1005

gether, these results suggest that ROC data are compatible with constraints imposed1006

by conditional independence. More recently, Chen, Starns, and Rotello (2015) re-1007

ported violations of conditional independence in recognition memory. However these1008

violations can be attributed to well-known model misspecifications (e.g., failing to1009

account for “higher” thresholds; Klauer & Kellen, 2010), as discussed by Kellen et1010

al. (2015).1011

Comparisons between threshold and SDT accounts usually involve specific1012
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models with their particular sets of distributional assumptions and auxiliary pa-1013

rameter restrictions. Such an approach can be problematic as it is predicated on1014

non-central auxiliary assumptions. A more general approach for comparing SDT1015

and threshold accounts was proposed by Kellen and Klauer (2014, 2015): Instead1016

of relying on the relative fits of some particular models one can focus on qualitative1017

predictions for which the two accounts differ, regardless of the auxiliary assumptions.1018

Kellen and Klauer (2014, 2015) argued that high-threshold and SDT models differ in1019

the way they characterize omission errors (e.g., failure to recognize a studied item):1020

According to SDT a signal stimulus is not chosen or accepted when the evidence as-1021

sociated with it is not larger than the maximal evidence associated with noise stimuli1022

(e.g., in a forced-choice or ranking task) or the established response criteria (e.g.,1023

in a yes-no task). In contrast, a high-threshold account assuming binary certainty1024

describes these errors as cases in which the signal stimulus was not detected and1025

therefore no stimulus-related information was available. These two accounts make1026
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distinct predictions when considering different types of signal stimuli for which per-1027

formance differs: According to SDT as performance increases, errors become less1028

common but also less extreme across a wide range of distributional assumptions,1029

whereas high-threshold accounts only expect a decrease in errors but no change in1030

any of their characteristics (i.e., conditional independence holds).1031

In the case of ranking judgments, Kellen and Klauer (2014) compared the1032

probability of weak and strong words (studied once versus thrice) being assigned rank1033

2 given that they were not assigned rank 1 (i.e.,
RK

2

1−RK
1

). It can be formally shown1034

that under various distributional assumptions, SDT predicts conditional probabil-1035

ities of rank 2 assignments to be larger for weak words than strong words, while1036

high-threshold accounts expect both probabilities to be the same. Consistent with1037

SDT, results from two experiments revealed a robust difference between the probabil-1038

ities associated with weak and strong words. Kellen and Klauer (2015) established a1039

similar prediction for the case of confidence ratings. Consider a six-point scale where1040

categories 1, 2 ,and 3 correspond to maximum, medium and minimum-confidence1041

“no” responses. According to SDT the probability of a rating “1” or “2” given a1042

“no” response (i.e., P (1∪ 2 | 1∪ 2∪ 3)) is expected to be larger for weak words than1043

for strong words. The same pattern is expected when comparing the probabilities of1044

rating “1” given a rating “1” or “2” (i.e., P (1 | 1 ∪ 2)). Like before, high-threshold1045

models expect no such differences between weak and strong items. In contrast with1046

the results obtained with ranking judgments, no differences were found in the con-1047

fidence ratings, in line with the predictions of high-threshold accounts. Overall, the1048

comparisons between SDT and threshold accounts have produced somewhat mixed1049

results, suggesting that discrete-state mediation might be present in some tasks (e.g.,1050

a confidence-rating task) but not in others (e.g., ranking task). Additional research1051

efforts need to be invested in the distinction between SDT and threshold models.1052
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10 A Note on Data Aggregation1053

The analyses that we reported so far ignored important problems associated with the1054

aggregation of data across items and/or individuals. Such aggregation procedures1055

are especially common when the number of observations obtained per individual is1056

small. For example, it is fairly common for researchers to evaluate the shape of the1057

ROCs obtained from grouped data when individual data is sparse and would lead to1058

extremely noisy measures.1059

It is well documented in the literature that item and participant-level aggre-1060

gations can lead to distorted results, especially if there is a non-linear relationship1061

between parameters and data (e.g., Ashby, Maddox, & Lee, 1994; Estes, 1956; Heath-1062

cote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2000; Myung, Kim, & Pitt, 2000; Rouder & Lu, 2005).1063

For example, consider the two pairs {.788, .964} and {.211, .579}, both part of the1064

ROC predicted by the EVSDT when d′ = 1. The average of these two pairs is1065

{.4995, .7450}, for which d′ = 0.745. In this case the aggregation of data across1066

participants led to a considerable underestimation of performance. The dangers1067

associated to data aggregation should always be kept in mind.1068

Having said that, one can attempt to determine the cases in which the risks1069

associated to data aggregation outweigh the benefits. Cohen, Sanborn, and Shiffrin’s1070

(2008) computational tour de force sheds some light on this matter. The results1071

coming from their simulations (which considered different types of data) showed that1072

the analysis of aggregate data is generally preferable (i.e., the least-worst strategy)1073

to the analysis of individual data when the number of observations per individual1074

is very small. Cohen et al. nevertheless argue that researchers should be extremely1075

careful when interpreting results coming from aggregate data and recommend one1076

easy-to-use heuristic: Analyse both individual and aggregate data and accept the1077

conclusions that are reached in both cases.1078
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Fortunately, the risks associated to the analysis of individual and aggre-1079

gate data can be avoided through the use of methods that directly capture the1080

heterogeneity among participants and items. Hierarchical analyses, especially when1081

implemented within a Bayesian framework, have succeeded in doing so (e.g., De-1082

Carlo, 2011; Freeman, Heathcote, Chalmers, & Hockley, 2010; Klauer, 2010; Pratte1083

& Rouder, 2011; Rouder & Lu, 2005). In general, hierarchical approaches specify1084

parameters in a way that captures the different forms of heterogeneity. For instance,1085

participant i’s response to item j is a function of parameter θij = G(µ̄θ + δθi + γθj ),1086

where µ̄θ is the grand mean, and δθi and γθj are the individual-level and item-level dis-1087

placements respectively. Function G is a link function that maps values from the real1088

line onto the domain of θ. Hierarchical models provide the means to estimate the1089

parameters’ grand means and respective individual- and item-level displacements,1090

yielding a characterization that not only does not suffer from the risks associated1091

with aggregation but is also more generalizable across persons and stimuli.1092

11 Discussion1093

Signal detection and threshold theories provide the means to go beyond the ob-1094

served data and begin to understand the nature of the underlying representations1095

and decision processes. Since their introduction, they have become essential tools1096

in researchers’ toolboxes. But given the considerable body of work amassed in the1097

last sixty odd years, the perennial question needs to be posed: Where we will go1098

from here? Although we do not wish to engage in an exercise of soothsaying, there1099

are promising research avenues involving the incorporation of response times (e.g.,1100

Donkin, Nosofsky, Gold, & Shiffrin, 2013), or further differentiations of internal1101

processes (e.g., Lu & Dosher, 2008; Osth & Dennis, 2015). We are confident that1102
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many of these developments will be of central importance in the fifth edition of this1103

handbook.1104
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